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1. The structure of the cxmcept 'road safety , 

lack of safety in our view is one of the negative cutcanes of the traffic 

system in its m:Xlem IOOtorized fonn. As sudl safety must be treated as a 

measurable aspect of the system. Followin;J Hauer (1982), system safety 

will be defined by the expected numbers for several safety related events. 

SUch expected numbers or certain well defined canbinations thereof are 

characteristic properties of the safety of a certain system during a 

specified period of time. 'lhese characteristic properties are l1aIOOd 

variates. Appropriate exarcq:>les of definitions of system safety are ~ 

expected number of accidents classified in categories for severity of 

outcome, such as expected fatalities or injw:y accidents, per year in an 

area. The actual abseIved numbers are treated as realizations of the 

expected numbers. 'lhese abseIved numbers or certain defined combinations 

thereof are l1aIOOd variables. It is a central problem of traffic safety 

management to estimate arx:l enhance system safety. Fluctuations in 

relevant variables, due to stochastic properties of the system, can 

corrplicate the estimation of system-safety variates frail the abseIved 

variables arx:l may hide real changes in system-safety variates. 

The definition of system safety is a multivariate definition. Up to now 
little is known of arx:l hardly any basic research has been directed to the 

interrelations of these variates. Generally, fatal accidents are viewed as 

the best recorded arx:l IOOSt strik:inJ variable. '!he debilitating difficulty, 

however, is that fatal accidents occur relatively rare arx:l on statistical 

grourx3s these rare events will be irregularly spaced in time. In order to 

overcx:nne this difficulty one has to enlarge the area or the observation 

period un:ier ecpll comitions, which for the evaluation of the effect of 

measures on system safety is seldan possible. other variables, like 

number of severe casualties, number of casualties, number of accidents or 

even the mnnber of observed near misses or conflicts rather than 

accidents, are recorded as replacing or inteImediate variables. Whether 

these variables are taken as sane proportional approximation to the number 

of fatal accidents or just variables which oorresponi to other safety 

aspects have been a topic of debate (Biecheler et al. 1985 p. 316-404). 

Seldan explicit considerations are stated arx:l when they do contradict 

between researchers: for exarcq:>le conflicts as proportional to accidents 

(Glauz & Bauer, 1985) arx:l conflicts as different from accidents arx:l 
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exposure (Hauer, 1982). '!he umerlyirg strucbJre of the relevant 

variables, however, can be fonmllated lOOre explicitly. 

We propose three different IOOde1s for the structure of system safety by 

different fonnal relations of the relevant obsel:ved variables to one or 

lOOre latent variates. Fach obsel:ved variable is assumed to consist of a 

true, latent variate related part am an non system-safety related 

specific am or error part. Specific parts are defined as reliable parts 

of variables, but uncorrelated to each other. Error parts may be 

correlated if variables are not i.rrlepen:iently measured: for instance 

number of accidents includes the number of casualties am errors ImJSt be 

correlated, but damage-only accidents am injmy accidents will have 

uncorrelated errors. For plausible statistical reasons we assume that the 

proportion of error is larger for variables with smaller numbers of 

obsel:vations am we assume variables to be measured :in:lepeOOently. 

'!he first IOOdel. assumes that relevant variables are in'perfect realizations 

of one latent factor or \.ll"derlyirg variate for system safety. We denote 

this IOOdel as the conunon factor IOOde1 of system safety. As such it 

resembles the sirgle CCI'l1D¥JI'l factor IOOdel. of intellectual ability of 

Speannan (HaJ:man, 1960 ch. 7). Gea1etrically this IOOdel is pictured in 

Figure 1 for three variables, where the confourx:led true specific part am 
the error part correspcn:ls to len;Jth of the baseline projections of 

vectors am the len;Jth of the vertical projected vectors to the 

proportionality factor with respect to the latent CXIlIllDl factor. 

o 

- - -

Figure 1 '!he CXlIllllOll factor no:lel of system safety 
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The c::cnmoon factor m:xiel does not take the severity order of variables or 

order of the accident process in acx::ount, except for the increasing 

relative magnitude of the error proportion ani a decreasing 

proportionality parameter with respect to the latent factor. The specific 

parts of the variables are mathematically confOUIXied with error parts in a 

non~ta: measurement ~ igns of the variables. 'Dle proportions of 

specific parts have no prior known ordering, but in a non-repeated 

measurement design they are increasing with the angle of vector ani 

corrponent. Apart fom specific parts all safety related variables are 

thought to be proportional realizations of one ani same aspect of system 

safety with • 

We may take the known severity order or the accident-process order of 

variables as a source for a priori consideration in the multi -dimensional 

m:xiel building for structural relations of variables with latent 

corrponents of system safety. SUch multi -dimensional m:xiels arise if we 

hypothesize that adjacent variables in the rank order have ll'Ore in conunon 

than rerrote variables. '!his can be conceived in two different ways. 

The secorxi m:xiel assumes that the relevant expected variables can be 

ordered along the mixture of two latent factors or mrlerlying canp::ments. 

The first c::amponent is IOOSt closely represented by one extreme at the 

ordering as the expected number of fatalities or fatal accidents for the 

system. '!his c::amponent st:ams for the annmt of destructive energy 

absort:>ed in safety related events; for instance in resolving conflicts or 

in accidents of increasing severity. Going down along the ordering of 

fatalities, to severe injuries, to light injuries, to damage-only 

accidents, to "near nrl sses" or conflicts, to enocJlmters with conflict 

opporbmity ani ,even further to exposure as number of possible encounters, 

we may think of traffic density aggzegated over points in time am space 

as the representative of the sec::onj c:::anponent at the other extreme of the 

ordering. '!his ccmqx)llent stams for the expected frequencies of 

combinations of the relevant elements for safety related events. The 

second m:xiel states' tllat every expected variable in the traffic safety 

domain is a weighted combination of these two c::amponents: frequency of 

combinations of relevant elements am destructive energy absort:>ed by 

conflicting elements. Moreover the weights for the ordered variates of the 

variables for one c::amponent are reversed in order for the other CCII'pOnent. 

Geometrically this is shown in Figure 2 , where the l~ of the vectors 
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corresponjs to the latent cx:mp:ment related proportion of the variables. 

FREQUENCY 

+ 

o 
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DESTRUCTIVE ENERGY + 

Figure 2 '!he ordel:ed two-ccatponent IOOdel. of system safety 

As in the first IOOdel 'Ne assume lcu:ger error proportions for variables 

with smaller numbers, hence for variables on mre severe outCXl1lE'S of 

events. 'lhese error parts are oot shown in figure 2 . but are to be 

imagined as vector projections on axes pexpen:iic:ular to the plane. In this 

m:xiel 'Ne assume no specific parts in the variables. '!his sec:ord DDdel. is 

called the ordered two CQ!ponent m:x1el. 

'!he third llDdel asSI1D1f!S that the relevant expected variables can be 

ordered alorq a cumulative hierarchy of latent 0 i!PJlle.l'lts. For ex.anple an 

injury accident presupposes vehicle damage which in tum presupposes a 

traffic conflict arxl that presupposes an q:porbmity for conflict. No 

dimensionality constraints are at forehard clear. Guttlnan (1955) analyzed 

these kinds of structures arxl named them as an additive sillplex, 

circuIrplex arxl radex. 'lhese metric st.ruct:w:es have by definition as many 

cx:mp:ment dimensions as variables. Guttman (1966), however, also shGled 

that, by non-metric multidimensional order analysis of such structures, 

the c:orrpression into a two-dimensional configuration is possible for the 

radex structure arxl that a m'li-dimensional order representation is 

possible for the additive sillplex. '!he unidimensional order of the 

traffic-safety variables can be translated in a hieraJ:dly of latent 

cx:mp:ment contributions to the variables. Each subsequent variable in the 

orderirg is assumed to contain, apart £ran error, parts of the O.I'{"Jl'leIlts 
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of the prevailirg variables am a part of a new (Xtllponent. '!his yields the 

so-called additive sinplex structure. We will refer to our th.il:d m:xlel as 

the additive multi~[q;pnent lOOdel of system safety. Again no specific 

parts are assumed am i.n:iepemently measured variables are assumed to have 

uncorrelated errors with error proportions of magnitudes inverse to 

magnitude of the measurements. Figure 3 gives a picture of the structure 

for three variables only, where l~ of vectors again oorresporxU; to the 

non-error parts of the variables. 

, 
\ . 

\ I 

If . \ I ' 

- - - - -~" 

Figure 3 • '!be additive l1I.1lti-O:illp:ment lII::ldel. for system safety 

Although other representations of structure are c:x:n:ei.vable there seems 

to be no need to do so for the conoepts of system safety, sil're even 

these silIple JOOdel.s presented here are not envisaged bv research. 

In the theoJ:Y of adaptive evolutial of traffic (see Roornstra, 1990; 

section 3.4) we hypothesized the validity for the oJ:dered two ocmp:ment 

m:xlel for the analysis of time-series data. In Roornstra (1990) we 

analyzed the lorq tenn developnent of traffic safety for several COlUltries 

am fou.rxi that a weighted sum of time-series of power transfcmnecl vehicle 

kilaneters am fatalities fonns a gocxl estimate of the time-series for 

injuries. since the oZ'dered t:w\rccttipouent IOOdel. assl1mes that expected 

variables located between ordered variables are linear oanbinations of the 

outer ordered variables, this fi.rDinJ foms ~ for a non-linear 

version of the oZ'dered two 0CI1ip01'lel1t IOOdel.. !t:: Donald (1967) has presented 

methods for sudl a ncnlinear factor analysis. 
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'!be three nxxlels for the structure of the multivariate concept of system 

safety are stnmnarized in Table 1 by a presentation of the hypothesized 

component weights or loadings as usual in factor-analytic studies. 

Cl":.MwDN ORDERED 'DD- ADDITIVE MlJI1l'I-
FACIOR M:>DEL a:MroNENl' M:>DEL ~'n' M:>DEL 

ORDERED Fac- Spec. Fre- En- Er- Expo- Con- Mat. In- Fa- Er-
VAR. tor +err. que. ergy ror sure flict dam. jury tal ror 

fatality mid mid low high high x x x x x high 

I high low I I x x x x 0 I 
I I I I I x x x 0 0 I 
I I I I I x x 0 0 0 I 

exposure low high high low low x 0 0 0 0 low 

Table 1 '1hree roodel.s for the structure of system safety 

'!he analysis for these nxxlels is given by the application of existing 

multivariate-analytic methods (Van de Geer, 1971; M::lrrison, 1967) of 

cross-prcxluct matrices. '!he mathematical formulation of the three IOOdels 

ani the no:tifications resultin;J from the analysis of raw cross-product 

matrices ( instead of covariance or oorrelation matrices) by existin;J 

analytical methods are presented in Koornstra (1990) • '!he additive 

multi -component roodel. has the problem that mre parameters must be 

estimated the lOOre unreliable the variable is am that these parameters 

must be solved fran a non-oveJ:detennined set of equations. On the other 

haM, the single factor IOOdel does not seem to have much. face-validity. 

Possible non-linear relations between latent cx::mponents ani expected 

variables may be present. For example speed am reaction-time reducin;J 

measures have powered effects on injuries ani fatalities ani exposure may 

have a power-transfonneci relation with vehicle kilaneters. 'lhese ani other 

c::anplicatin} roodel. aspects are discussed in Koornstra, (1990) . 

" 2. '!he structure of road-safety measures 

'!he dynamic system approach to road safety, initiated by Asmussen in the -

early eighties (Asmussen, 1982; Asmussen & Kranenbur:g, 1985; Kranenbur:g, 

1986), has led to the pmse IOOdel of the transport ani traffic unsafety 

process. A summary of this pmse roodel. is given in the diagram of Figure 

4 , taken from Kranenburg (1986). 
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Social activIties 
and travel needs 

~ 
TRAVEL/TRANSPORT" ENV;RONM NT"."TRAVEL/TRANS~ORT BEHAVIOUR. --+ TRAII~~RT FACILITIES 

purpose 01 travel/motive transport mOde." route and IIme-lable 

eccs in and probability ollallure 
from travel/transport SituatIOn? L.-_________ -l no 

W yes 

TRAFFIC CIRCULATION AND+----+ PROVOKED/ANTICIPATORY TRAFFIC BEHAVIOUR ... _-____ ... TRAFFIC FACILllIES 
" ENVIRONMENT' x- ,'~ ...,..-? 

'speed course and (lateral) posltlon+"attentlon leve~ 

CCCs in and probablhty oIfadure 
from traffic situation? 1-=----* L.-_________ --I no 

W yes 

:':"::'':':''';''';'::'''':::''=.;;0,:::::::'':=':'':':'' .-----•• REACTIVE TRAFFIC BEHAVIOUR •• ------... TRAFFIC FACILITIES 
A ,? 

.. ___ .... course.lateral +-+allentlon raising Icomfortable 
position changing 

chain disturbance 

encounter sltuallOn conlrolled 

W yes 

.;...;..:;..;;..;....:.:-::.;.:.~:;.;.;=~ .t----....... EMERGENCY (MANOEUVRE) BEHAVIOUR. .TRAFFIC FACILITIES 
;> 1\ 

'emergency braklng .. __ ...... abrupt """---- · ...... f ht 
or acceleration .. .evaslve actlOn""---" rig 

. 
Inot comfortable 

.---_.%-_---, ..,,//"'" 
CCCS'ln and probablhty 01 failure /'" 

tram 'Incident situation? ~--_ incident situation controlled 

~ yes 

CRASH "ENVIRONMENT" .. .. CRASH "BEHAVIOUR" .. • HUMAN TOLERANCE 

I~ 'craSh speed .... angle or 'lmpact":'polnt Ol'lmpact+-+compatlbllity' ~> 
chain disturbance -........ 

death 
(total loss) 

CCCs in and probability at tailure 
trom crash situation? --.. accident situation controlled 

L.-_______ ~--------~ no 

~ yes 

AID "ENVIRONMENr' •• _-------•• AID PROCE~S • • AID FACIUTlES 

~ i signalling/report • .. first (m~iCal) aid +-+ transport/treatment ,~-
-........ 

death 
(total losS) 

CCCs In and probability at tailure 
tram injury/damage Situation? 

W yes 

injury/damage 
situation controlled 

;...;=;';"';;';';;';~Oi::::::~:::~~~~~=~.~R~E~C~U~PE~R~TION PROCESS 4 .. _---...... :.:.::.:~_=:;:;:.:.:.::::.:..:;:::::.=~ 
• treatment • . ,...:...-:----

egend, ,-A--. addup together 
__ ~ .. determined (too) 

death 
(total loss) 

• • ,n connection With 
~ critical process ends 

W induce 

W predispose/induce 

W be obliged to 

total recuperation 

CCQ - critical coinCidence of circumstances 
or critical combination of circumstances 

Figure 4 • 'lhe Plase DKJdel of the transport ani traffic unsafety proc::ess 
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'!he variables in the component models are aggz:egated measurements of 

events for these phases ~ the orderin;J of the variables corresporns to 

the time-order of the phases. 'lhe traffic safety measures can be ordered 

along the same orderin;J, since their effects are aimed to enhance the 

control of the critical coincidence of ci.rcumstances in the transition to 

a J.&rt~ar phase. '!hereby the probability of ~ for a 

subsequent phase is reduced. 

Travel needs are influenced by location of facilities for work, recreation 

am cultural activities with respect to housin;J areas as well as by 

transport reducin;J innovations in cx:mm.mications ani logistics. Such 

measures ahned at road-nd:>ility reduction influences the growth of vehicle 

kiloneters as a measurement of system generated travel, i. e. the starting 

point in the phase model. 

Measures aimed at changin;J the given IOObility to safer modes of transport 

influence the amunt of exposure ani roads ani road facilities which 

segregate flows ani types of road traffic reduce the number of encounters 

with a conflict opp:>rbmity, Le. the transition to the seccn:i phase in 

the phase model. 

Measures influencin;J perception, anticipation, skills am risk acceptance 

will be aimed at the controllability of the transition to the phases of 

proactive arx1 reactive traffic behaviour, Le. the transition to the third 

ani to the fourth phase of the mode1. '1hese measures also detenni.ne the 

reduction of the number of encounters with a conflict opporbmity to the 

number of actual conflicts or serious incidents. 

Measures directed to enhancement of the emergency behaviour of the road 

user or driver-car mUt, such as active car-safety devices ani advanced 

drivin;J courses, belon; to the transition to the fifth phase, Le. the 

crash phase. Abrupt evasive behaviour tries by brakin;J ani steerin;J to 

resolve the conflict: in case of failure is the remainin;J collision speed 

the main varyin;J deteJ:minant for the severity of outcome in the next 

phases. '!he effects of such measures can be deduced fran changes in 

reduction fran the number of conflicts to the number of accidents. 

Passive safety measures, such as seat belts ani energy absomin;J crash 

zones, influence the factors of the transition fran the crash phase to the 

aid phase. '!he effectiveness of such measures can be deduced fran the 

reduction of number of accidents to the number of casualties. 

'!he control of the aid phase is detennined by measures of accident 

detection, first aid ani medical care. '!heir effect is partially measured 

by the reduction of number of casualties to the number of fatalities. 
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For the additive two-cx:Itp:ment lOOdel. this ooooordanoe of additive 

structure of the safety aJlx::ept and of the safety measures is pictured in 

Figure 5 • 

FREQUENCY 
MEASURES 

+ 

o 

-;:~=:=:~=========(A) ROAD-M08lLITY REDUCTION 
Z., (I) MOIIUTY CHANGE 

-:------- (C) ENCOUNTER REDUCTION 

_____ (0) RISK IEHAVIOUR (PERCEPTION 
ANTICIPATION 
SKILLS 
RISK ACCEPTANCE 

--(E) SPEEDIIREAKING/STEERING 

't---(F) PASSIVE SAFETY 

(G) MEDICAL CARE 

DESTRUCTIVE ENERGY + 

Figure 5 • Additive structure of safety c:ax:ept and meaSlJreS 

In our c:arponent lOOdel.s effects of safety meaSUZ'eS a'l ci:Jserved variables 

are thought to originate frail the effects a'l the c:arponent values, but 

possibly the effects of measures may also alter the relation of obsel:ved 

variables to the Q et awnts. '!his follows frail the fact that (!Nary 

observed variable of meaSl.1red entities in these 100dels is a weighted 

ccmbination of the latent O"lonent values of the entities and error. 'lhus 

the expected dlan;es in the variables are depement a'l c::haBjes in weights 

and chan:Jes in values for each c:arponent. 

In the CUidiUl eXiupcment 100del and the ordered tW-CUllpJnent 100del a dlan:Je 
in c:arponent value has effects on all variables; in the additive llUllti

c:arponent it only effects these variables with non-zero weights. Since 

measures accordirg to our order~ will not influerr=e the precedin;J 

variables, but only the suooessive variables the additive multi-Cduponent 

roodel seems to have l1m'e theoretical justification, if meaSlJl:eS are 

thought to originate frail c:han;es in CO'I'Ol'lel1t values. Effects of safety 

measures may, also alter the proportionality factor or weights of 

variables with respect to latent cu"l'onents; for the (XJ!QiUl factor model 

and the additive c:arponent IOOdel this is the only consistent way for the 

roodel representation of d'larv:Jes for saDe SllOCeSsive variables in the 

orderinq without chan:Jinq the values of ~ variables. 


